Morphotectonic analysis for improvement of neotectonic subdivision of the Liptovská kotlina Basin (Western Carpathians)
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The Liptovská kotlina Basin (LKB) belongs to the most neotectonically active intra-mountain basins of the Western Carpathians (Halouzka 1993). Its last neotectonic subdivision was carried out at the scale ~ 1:200,000 (Halouzka 1993), later included in the Neotectonic map of Slovakia (Maglay et al. 1999). This paper presents a more detailed subdivision and delineation of borders of neotectonic blocks of the LKB on the basis of the set of morphotectonic analyses. The Váh River terraces, thickness of Quaternary deposits, faults and morpholineaments and SL index were employed to more precisely delimitate the neotectonic blocks. A long profile analysis of the river terraces bedrock (inferred from 127 drillings and outcrops) and bedrock surface of the recent floodplain (65 drillings) was carried out to detect neotectonic faults within the fluvial systems. Based on the relative height of the surfaces under a terrace and previous fluvial sediment investigations (e.g. Droppa 1964 and Gross 1979), eleven terrace levels were confirmed. 1,958 boreholes and 1,085 geophysical points were used to identify the spatial distribution of the thickness of the Quaternary fill of the basin. Tectonic faults and morpholineaments were used as borders of particular neotectonic blocks. Suggesting the alternation of neotectonic borders, the LKB was subdivided into 60 neotectonic blocks comparing to 24 blocks of former subdivisions (Maglay et al. 1999). Moreover, a new Quaternary depression filled with glacifluvial deposits was identified (min 50 m of thickness) in close vicinity to Pribylina, which could be added to the depressions list (Maglay et al. 2011a).
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INTRODUCTION

The geomorphological subdivision of Slovakia is generally based on the morphological and lithological differences that are clearly relative to neotectonic differentiation on the level of “geomorphological units” (Mazúr and Lukniš 1978 and Bandura et al. 2017). The levels of “geomorphological subunits” and mainly “parts” are more ambiguous (including exogeneous features) and less systematic. The traditional subdivision is in this case challenged by methods of morphostructural (e.g. Lacika 1993 and 1997) or morphotectonic analysis (e.g. Beták and Vojtko 2009). The neotectonic subdivision of Slovakia (Maglay et al. 1999) represents a regionalization deeply wedded with geomorphological division, however with specific features in methodology and content. On the one hand it ignores morphological differences not expressing a neotectonic movement, on the other hand, a part of neotectonic boundaries can be masked by sedimentary cover (so not reflected in relief). Methodologically, the neotectonic subdivision should use all relevant methods and results of morphotectonic analysis (Urbánek 2001 and Kvitkovič 2001).
The importance of neotectonic studies was mentioned in several papers (e.g. Halouzka et al. 1999 and Fodor et al. 2005) and the neotectonic structure of a landscape (neotectonic subdivision) can be calculated several ways using certain level of details (e.g. Zuchiewicz 1998, Maglay et al. 1999, Fodor et al. 2005 and Vojtko et al. 2012). The previous neotectonic regionalisation of the Liptovská kotlina Basin (LKB) was carried out in the scale 1:500,000 (Maglay et al. 1999) using and improving the previous subdivision of the Podtatranská kotlina Basin (Halouzka 1993). Considering the reasonable size of the LKB (~ 60 × 15 km), a more detailed regionalisation could be carried out, using a wider set of morphotectonic analyses. The long profile of Váh river terraces, thickness of Quaternary deposits, stream length-gradient index (SL), spatial distribution of travertines and faults and morpholineaments analyses were used in this study. The main output of the paper is a more detailed subdivision and delineation of new borders of neotectonic blocks of the LKB, which contributes to the better recognition of the morphotectonic evolution of the area.

REGIONAL SETTINGS AND STATE OF THE ART

The Liptovská kotlina Basin (Fig. 1) is about a 60 km long and 5 – 15 km wide depressional intramountain morphostructure. LKB belongs to the Fatra-Tatra region and the Podtatranská kotlina Basin unit (as one of its three subunits). Internally it is divided into seven geomorphic parts (senzu Mazúr and Lukniš 1978, see Fig. 1). According to the new morphostructural subdivision of the Western Carpathians (Minár et al. 2011), the LKB belongs to the Central Region and Tatra Subregion. Its morphology – basin hilly land – rises from 467 m to 1,018 m a. s. l. The valley of the Váh River (comprising the Biely Váh and Čierny Váh Rivers) is the main axis of the LKB. The river forms from the confluence of the Biely Váh River (sourcing in the Tatry Mts.) and the Čierny Váh River (sourcing in the Nízke Tatry Mts.).

The main tributary of the Váh River within the LKB is the Belá River (right-bank tributary sourcing in the Tatry Mts.). The average discharge of the Váh River in Ružomberok (outlet from the basin) is 37.5 m³/s (Abaffy and Lukáč 1991).

The basement of the LKB is formed by the inner-Carpathian Paleogene (Upper Priabonian to Lower Oligocene) underlain by Tatric (Paleozoic/Mesozoic), Fatric and Hronic sedimentary rocks (Mesozoic). After the Paleogene sea regression (at the end of the Oligocene age), the LKB is assessed to have terrestrial georelief development with the drainage system formation. Fluvio-limnic sediments in the uppermost morphopositions in the terrace system (in central part of the LKB) are considered to be from the Pliocene age (Droppa 1964 and 1972, Vaškovský 1970 and 1980 and Remšík et al. 1993). The age and thickness of the Quaternary deposits of diverse genesis (mainly travertines and fluvial deposits) are the important stratigraphic marker of the LKB (Vaškovský 1980).

Together with the Tatry Mts. and the Popradská kotlina Basin, the LKB is considered to be neotectonically the most active region within the Slovak part of the Carpathians (Halouzka 1993). Boundaries with adjacent mountains and the Popradská kotlina Basin are controlled by Quaternary active faults (Maglay et al. 1999). The Choč-Subtatric fault is the most expressive tectonic fault separating the LKB from the Chočské vrchy Mts. and Tatra Mts. Vertical dislocation of the LKB against the Chočské vrchy Mts. is 1 – 2 km (Ondrášik 1987). According to Biely et
al. 1997, the vertical dislocation along the border fault between the LKB and the Nízke Tatry Mts. (near to village Pavčina Lehota) is more than 1,000 m. Unfortunately, no time span was given to the tectonic movements by the mentioned authors. There has been a vertical movement along the Subtatic fault (since Pannonian) reaching ca. 400 m according to Vaškovský (1975). A similar, but only Quaternary, uplift (300-400 m) is determined for the Tatra Mts. by Lukniš (1973). Quaternary activity of the Choč-Subtatic fault (along the Západné Tatry Mts. foothill) is estimated to be at least 50 m (Halouzka et al. 1999). Quaternary active faults within the whole LKB are delineated in the Neotectonic Structure Map of Slovakia (Maglay et al. 1999) and the Quaternary Geological Map of Slovakia (Maglay et al. 2011b).

Fig. 1. A. Shaded hypsometric map of the Liptovská kotliná Basin. Numbers refer to geomorphic parts: 1 – Chočské podhorie, 2 – Matiašovské háje, 3 – Galovianske háje, 4 – Lubelská pahorkatina, 5 – Smrečianska pahorkatina, 6 – Hybianska pahorkatina, 7 – Liptovské nivy. B. The location of the study area within geomorphological units of Slovakia. Geomorphological parts and units after Mazúr and Lukniš 1978 in terms of Urbánek et al. 2009

The faults dissect the basin into several separate blocks with various vertical and horizontal movement tendencies (Gross 1980 and Halouzka et al. 1999). Gross (1980) considers E–W faults as older and N–S as younger. According to Halouzka (1987), two types of directions of Quaternary active faults in the eastern part of the LKB can be distinguished: N–S (older) and NE–WS (or ENE–WSW, younger one). The same classification can be recognized in the entire basin for neotectonically active faults (Halouzka et al. 1999). Littva (2017) distinguishes three main directions of neotectonic failures: NNE–SSW, NE–SW and NW–SE, and two phases of Pliocene – Quaternary tectonics. The first one is the activity along the E–W and NE–SW normal faults as a response to the NW–SE to NNW–SSE extension and the second is activity along transversal faults connected with the E–W to ESE–WNW extension. Dating of neotectonic change of the stress field is unclear, but the Lower Pleistocene Age is the most probable (Littva and Hók 2014 and Littva 2017).
Travertine accumulations present significant evidence of the active tectonics. According to previous studies, the travertine deposits (Pleistocene and Holocene age) are located predominantly in the western part of the LKB (for instance in Bešeňová, Lúčky and Ludrová villages) – Vaškovský and Ložek (1972) and Vaškovský (1980).

According to the previous neotectonic investigations, the LKB was divided into 24 partial blocks predominantly subsiding during the Quaternary (Halouzka 1987 and 1993 and Maglay et al. 1999). The position of fluvial terraces and paleogeographical changes in drainage network were used to assess the role of neotectonics in the LKB (Halouzka 1987).

River terraces of the Váh River and its tributaries as well as their distribution asymmetry and tectonic dislocations were studied mainly in the central and western part of the LKB (Droppa 1963, 1964, 1970 and 1972 and Pešková and Hók 2008). The research of the relationship and evolution of terraces and horizontal cave system (in Demänovská valley) was performed mainly by Droppa (1963 and 1966) and Bella et al. (2011 and 2014). River terraces were investigated also by Vaškovský and Ložek (1972), Vaškovský (1970 and 1975), which were compiled to the geological map of the LKB (Gross 1979). River terraces were studied by Vaškovský (1980) – the majority of the area of the LKB, Maglay (1993) – in the NE vicinity of Ružomberok, Halouzka et al. (1997) – in the surroundings of the confluence of the Biely Váh and Čierny Váh Rivers, Pristaš (1997) – in the SW vicinity of Ružomberok and Banský and Tužinský (1971) – the majority of the area of the LKB. Within the engineering-geological research (at scale 1:10,000), the fluvial sediments were studied by Páleník (1988) and Vrábľová et al. (1990). Based on morphoposition and weathering of the fluvial material, the Váh River terraces were divided into four groups: low (3 levels), middle (2), high (3) and pre-Quaternary (3) – Droppa 1964 and Vaškovský and Ložek, 1972. The latter authors note, that there are ca. 2 – 3 of low levels and 3 – 4 pre-Quaternary terraces. A similar system of terraces was described by Droppa (1970) and Vaškovský (1975 and 1980), only with the difference in number of high (4 levels) and pre-Quaternary terraces. According to Halouzka et al. (1997), the terraces of the Váh and Biely Váh Rivers were divided into low (3 levels), middle (3), upper (2), high (3) and plateau (2 levels) terraces. Recent floodplain and Holocene terrace was included in the low terraces groups. Erosion downcutting of the Váh River during the Quaternary period was assessed to be 100 m by Droppa (1964), Vaškovský and Ložek (1972) and even more than 110 m by Vaškovský (1970).

The Quaternary deposits thickness, channel pattern changes of the Belá River and faults strikes were studied by Nešvara (1970) to reveal neotectonic movements in the central part of the LKB. The spatial distribution of Quaternary deposits thickness was evaluated for the whole LKB by Maglay et al. (2009).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to estimate the boundaries of partial neotectonic blocks of the LKB, an integrated approach was taken. It consists of the study of the previous research of the neotectonic structure of the LKB (Maglay et al. 1999) and several partial analyses (relative height of fluvial terraces, thickness of Quaternary deposits, SL (stream length-gradient) index, faults and morpholineaments delineation, regarding
the morphology of recent georelief) and their correlation for the purpose of the new neotectonic regionalisation of the LKB.

Terrace system analysis

We have focused on the Váh, Biely Váh and Čierny Váh River terraces only because of the lack of boreholes in the terraces (or alluvial fans) of its tributaries. The information about remnants of fluvial terraces (age and position) was derived mainly from the investigations of Gross (1979) and Droppa (1964, 1970 and 1972). The position of selected remnants was compared to the research of Sladký (1938), Vaškovský (1970), Banský and Tužinský (1971), Páleník (1988), Vrábľová et al. (1990), Halouzka et al. (1997), Littva (2017) and own field survey as well. Based on contour and topographic maps (contour interval 2 and 5 m), terrace treads were manually drawn in GIS software regarding the previous studies. The altitudes of the terraces' bedrock surfaces were identified from the boreholes database and our own and previous field research (Droppa 1964, 1970 and 1972). The altitude of bedrock surface was in several cases derived also from the alluvial fans located in close vicinity to the Váh River, presumed it's reflecting a particular river level of the valley floor. Within this paper, only the accumulation levels with separate bedrock surfaces with fluvial cover were considered. Strath terraces remain unrecorded. To obtain the relative height of terraces’ bedrock, the altitudes were related to the altitude of the current floodplain. The altitude of the floodplain was derived from a Topographic map (1:25,000), used as a WMS layer. The longitudinal profiles of fluvial systems were constructed in Microsoft Excel.

Thickness of Quaternary deposits

The thickness and type of sediment information was derived from the borehole and geophysical database. The database was obtained from the archive of the State Geological Institute of Dionýz Štúr (SGIDŠ) in the form of a Microsoft Access Database (mdb.). First ca. 300 boreholes contained GPS coordinates, borehole description, Quaternary/pre-Quaternary boundary depth information, etc. Consequently, additional points with known Quaternary deposits thickness were added to the database, resulting in 1,958 boreholes (hydrogeological, engineering- geological, drillings of wells) and 1,085 points from geophysical profiles (VES and ERT techniques, predominantly localities of electrodes). Reports of investigations (stored in the archive of the Geofond of SGIDŠ) were the source of the information. The deposits thickness map was prepared with the “Topo-to-raster” interpolation method (interpolated totally 3,043 points) in ArcGIS 10.5 software. The research focused mainly on recent and paleostream accumulations (fluvial and glacifluvial deposits), as a tectonic activity takes control over the distribution of erosion and deposition processes (Keller and Pinter 2002).

SL (stream length-gradient) index analysis

The SL index was calculated for the Biely Váh, Čierny Váh and the Váh Rivers and its main tributaries in according to Hack (1973):

$$SL = L \frac{\Delta H}{\Delta L},$$

where $SL$ – stream length-gradient index, $\Delta H$ – change in elevation of reach (5 m in this study), $\Delta L$ – length of the reach (between two contour lines in this study),
L – total upstream length of the channel from the point where the value of index is calculated to the basin divide.

The SL index values were computed in ArcGIS 10.5 software. The Topographic map 1:25,000 as a WMS layer was used to obtain the elevation and position of particular information. The index value was assigned to the midpoint of each segment between two contour lines and subsequently interpolated using the Inverse Distance Weight interpolation method. The resulting raster was extracted by vector mask representing a 200 m buffer zone along the streams.

Faults, morpholineaments and river network delineation

Selected tectonic faults and morpholineaments were used as borders of neotectonically active blocks of the LKB. Faults were adapted from previous geological and geophysical research of diverse scales (Nešvara 1970, Gross 1979, Páleník 1988, Vrábľová et al. 1990, Szalaiová et al. 1991, Hrašna 1997, Maglay et al. 1999, Szalaiová et al. 2008, Maglay et al. 2011b and Littva 2017). Reflecting the fault activity, the mylonit and ultramylonit zone (9 m broad) was identified in the Liptovská Mara dam area (Stolečňan 1975). The faults from more detailed investigations were preferred as the blocks boundaries.

According to geological profiles sketches, based on selected geophysical investigations (Janík 1970a and b and Suchý 1986), new potential tectonic faults were recognized.

Morpholineaments were manually drawn following the linear parts of drainage network, foothill lines and expressive terrain scarps on the bases of digital terrain model (DTM) and contour lines (in scale 1:50,000). In cases where the markers of neotectonics (mentioned above) were present, but no tectonic line was found according to the previous research in that line area, morpholineaments as block boundaries were used.

River network and streams orders were generated in ArcGIS 10.5 environment using a Hydrology toolbox.

Travertines

Travertine deposits are located along a fracture trace, immediately above the extensional fissure or in the hanging wall of a normal fault (Hancock et al. 1999). The deposits were used to reveal neotectonic activity within the LKB region. Travertines were taken from geological (Ivan 1943, Droppa 1975 and Gross 1979) and engineering-geological maps (Páleník 1988 and Vrábľová et al. 1990) and consequently visualised as a point layer categorized on the basis of their age. Their age was determined from their position on river terraces (Droppa 1972), a paleontological investigation (Vaškovský and Ložek 1972 and Vaškovský 1980), stable carbon and oxygen isotopes value dating (Franko 2001), U-Th dating (Gradziński et al. 2008) and paleomagnetism (Gradziński et al. 2015).

Revision of the neotectonic subdivision

To create a more detailed neotectonic division of the LKB, the previous neotectonic investigations and results of partial analyses were compared and correlated. We identified the basic blocks delineated according to Maglay et al. (1999) and subsequently made a more detailed division of the blocks. More detailed delimitation was based on two basic steps: a) correction of former border lines, and b) interior dividing the blocks.
The first step (correction of border lines) relates to preferring faults mapped on a larger scale or morpholineaments as block borders. In the case of internal heterogeneity (according to used markers), the neotectonic blocks were divided in the second step. The procedure of the division of the blocks was based on detailed tracing of neotectonic markers analyses, regarding the recent morphology. The presence of neotectonically active faults was estimated on the basis of the $SL$ index or other markers of neotectonics strictly above or near the fault or morpholineament lines. In some cases, the prolongation of faults not expressed in morpholineaments were used as borders too. The morpholineaments were preferred in the case of the close vicinity of mapped faults. According to the terraces analysis, relatively uplifted and subsided areas (with different intensities) were identified along the main rivers.

Areas (mainly limited by natural morphology) with different thickness of fluvial or glacifluvial deposits along the fault line (or morpholineament) were considered as evidence of neotectonic activity. Faults, in the map crossing the travertines and vertically dislocating terraces remnants were considered to be neotectonically active as well.

**RESULTS**

**Terrace system**

Terrace remnants of the Váh River and its sources, the Biely Váh and Čierny Váh Rivers, were localized within the LKB from Važec to Ružomberok (Figs. 2, 3). They are mostly of the composite type (composed of alluvial deposits and bedrock). Only the low terrace presents the accumulation type eroded into three erosional steps (Droppa 1964, Vaškovský 1980). The state of the preservation or absence of the terraces changes along the rivers. Four significantly different segments can be distinguished along the main valley in the LKB. Within these segments the state of the preservation of terraces and the width of the floodplain changes. Inside the first segment between the Važec and the confluence of the Biely Váh and Čierny Váh Rivers, the right-bank terraces are better preserved. The width of floodplain reaches ~ 20 – 260 m (Fig. 3). Mainly narrow and elongated remnants of terraces occur in the second segment (from the confluence of the Biely Váh and Čierny Váh Rivers to town of Liptovský Mikuláš), which is characterised by a lack of right-bank terraces. Medium-wide and several elongated remnants are located within this segment. The range of floodplain is ~ 60 m (SE segment) – 2,000 m (NW segment). The widest and well preserved terraces on the both sides of the valley can be found within the third segment between town Liptovský Mikuláš and the Liptovská Mara dam. While the entire terrace system is preserved on the left bank, the right bank is characterised mainly by the middle terrace system preservation. The width of the floodplain is relatively homogenous ranging from ~ 1,200 to 2,000 m. Along the last segment (from the Liptovská Mara dam to the Veľká Fatra Mts.) the left-bank terraces remain predominantly preserved. Here, the Váh River passes two relatively narrow valley segments (in the area of the Liptovská Mara dam and W of Ružomberok) resulting in a changing floodplain width (~ 200 – 1,600 m). Eleven levels of river terraces (including recent floodplain) were identified on the basis of the relative height of terraces’ bedrock surfaces (Figs. 2, 3 and 4), which were identified in 192 boreholes. Terraces are presumed to be from the Upper Pliocene to the Holocene age (Droppa 1964 and 1972, Gross 1979 and Vaškovský 1980). Some of the plateau terrace remnants are formed by fluvio-
limnic sediments, while the rest of the terraces consist of fluvial or glacifluvial sandy gravel to gravel often covered with eluvial-colluvial or loess loam (Gross 1979). The vertical tectonic dislocation of several terraces results in their higher or lower position (Fig. 4). For example, an uplifted remnant of a terrace occurs ESE of Ružomberok, while the subsided remnant is located NW of Liptovský Mikuláš. The remnants at both localities are dislocated by faults with NNE–SSW directions. The wind gap feature was identified E of Ružomberok, where fluvial accumulation (1. upper terrace, 3. high terrace according to Maglay 1993) is located in a horst-like elevation (structure).

Fig. 2. Terrace system in the western part of the Liptovská kotlina Basin

Fig. 3. The Váh River terrace system in the eastern part of the Liptovská kotlina Basin
Contour interval 20 m. Compiled using Droppa (1964), Gross (1979), Páleník (1988), Vrábľová et al. (1990), Halouzka et al. (1997) and own field research.
Fig. 4. Long profile of the Biely Váh River (black line until the confluence with the Čierny Váh River), Čierny Váh River (gray line) and the Váh River thalwegs and bases of their terraces (Roman numerals, see Figs. 2, 3). The black dots represent the base of the 3rd middle terrace, gray squares the base of low terrace remnants. Segments mentioned in the text are shown above the profile (Arabic numerals). Probable relative uplift and subsidence are expressed by half-arrows.

Thickness of Quaternary deposits

Thickness of Quaternary deposits significantly varies within the LKB (Fig. 5). The mean thickness value is 7 m. Minimum values (around 0.2 – 3 m) tend to relate to thin slope regolith. Maximum values (79 m) are linked with glaci fluvial sediments in the NE part of the LKB. Generally, the sites with high values are located predominantly to the N and NW of the Važec (glaci fluvial fans), along the Belá River (fluvial and glaci fluvial sediments) and along the Váh River (floodplain and terrace sediments).

A relatively large depression (in average ca. 1 – 2 km wide) filled with glaci fluvial sediments (water-bearing gravels, boulders and sandy gravels) was identified S – W of Pribylina (Fig. 5). The depression was located with a geophysical and drillings survey (Košecký 1968, Janík 1970b and Tužinský et al. 1971). According to the geophysical research, the maximal depth of the basement was assessed to ~ 80 m (Košecký 1968) or even ~ 100 m (Janík 1970b). The deepest borehole in this area (50 m) did not reach the basement (Tužinský et al. 1971). Based on the latest engineering-geological survey (Vrábľová et al. 1990), the extent of the depression was partly delimited (mainly on the W part). The age of filling material was assessed be from the Riss glacial period (Tužinský and Banský 1968).

Changes in the thickness of the floodplain accumulation could reveal potential relative uplift and subsidence. The Váh River reach from 31st km to 45th km (Fig. 4) has a significant floodplain deposits thickness (ca. 10 – 16 m), while the thickness of floodplain deposits of the river reach within the last quarter of the LKB is markedly lower (ca. 3 – 5 m).
The SL values are highly variable with a range from 3 to 1,301 (Fig. 6). To detect the potential active tectonics within the LKB, the local relative increases of the values were taken into account. In general, many sites with an increased SL value occur on the LKB boundaries with the adjacent mountains as it is conditioned by the different lithology, and the brittle tectonics. There are also several reaches along the valleys inside the LKB. Examples of locations, where the SL index helped in the subdivision process can be found (Fig. 6).
Faults and morpholineaments

Tectonic faults of the LKB were mapped at various scales (Fig. 7) by different authors. They tend to extend along the borders with adjacent mountains, as well as along the terrain scarps and valleys. Closely spaced parallel faults mapped by various authors might be actually various interpretations of the same real failure. The age and punctuality of mapping as well as conformity with morpholineaments were the criteria for the selection of a block delimiting line in such a case.

Fig. 7. Tectonic faults of the Liptovská kotlina Basin according to the previous studies (see legend)

Fig. 8. Travertines, morpholineaments and streams according to Strahler order (Strahler 1952) of the Liptovská kotlina Basin (age of travertines is referred in the text).
The majority of morpholineaments occur along the borders of the LKB and river valleys of the Váh River tributaries (perpendicular to the Váh River) and along the main valley floodplain foothill (Fig 8). The predominant direction of the morpholineaments is N–S (left bank of the Váh River) and NE–SW (right bank of the Váh River). In the eastern part, the frequent lineament direction is also N–S.

The river network within the LKB consists of six orders (senzu Strahler 1952), as the vast number of streams rise in adjacent mountains. The asymmetry of part of the river network can be considered as the most distinctive feature of river texture (e.g. streams Suchý potok, Hybica and Čierny jarok, Fig 8).

Travertines

Travertines of different types (calcareous tufas, cavern limestones and massive travertines) from the Pleistocene (mainly interglacials) to the Holocene age (Franko 2001, Gradziński et al. 2015, Vaškovský and Ložek 1972, Vaškovský 1980) are located predominantly in the western and central part of the LKB (Fig. 8). They occur in the close vicinity of the important faults and morpholineaments that are natural boundaries of the basin or its basic parts. The oldest ones lie in its western portion. The Čerená travertine (in Ludrová village) dates back to 750 – 600 ka (Franko 2001) and Bešeňová (inactive quarry) between 750 – 350 ka (Gradziński et al. 2015), or 450 – 350 (Franko 2001). All the travertines are presumed to be interglacial, only the Drienok (E of Bešeňová, at its foothill) is presumed to be of glacial (Würm) origin (Vaškovský and Ložek 1972).

Neotectonic subdivision

The LKB was divided into 60 blocks with probably different neotectonic activity (Fig. 9). The majority of the LKB area is subsiding compared with the adjacent mountains. The rivers (mainly the Váh and Belá Rivers) but also some of the Váh
River tributaries flow through the most subsiding blocks. The presence of wedge-shaped depressions alternating with linear-shaped depressions was identified in the marginal parts of the LKB.

The entire LKB is probably formed by tectonic depressions and elevations as a result of normal faulting and a general W–E to WNW–ESE extension.

**DISCUSSION**

The presented analysis reveals more detailed differentiation of the neotectonic blocks in comparison with the previous published studies (e.g. Maglay et al. 1999). In regard to new methods and data, several new features of neotectonic activity were revealed.

As the alpine terrace chronology comprises many limitations (Šujan 2015), no terrace level has been characterised with any age term. The classification of terraces is based on the identification of their bedrock heights from the rich drill and outcrop documentation, considering the previous terrace studies. The terrace levels were divided into 11 levels (following the morphoposition) almost in agreement with Halouzka (1986). On the other hand, 7 (Maziurová 1978) or 9 terrace levels (Droppa 1970) of the Váh River were identified in the LKB too. The revealing of more levels (11) was caused by the compilation of previous research of the terraces, more detailed research and our own field investigation. A reduced number of levels is also possible in the case that the blocks are even more neotectonically displaced. There is a possibility of faulting, which was not revealed by this study (e.g. faults undetected with applied methods). However there are several discrepancies in the terrace chronology in the LKB integrating the previous studies of terraces. For instance, within the plateau terrace (VIII), 3 individual levels could be distinguished according to Droppa (1964). But vertical differentiation of the remnants could be caused by the tectonic dislocation as well. More detailed field research including relative dating, but namely numerical dating of fluvial sediments (both are in process) would clarify the fluvial system formation and allow the assessment of the rate of block movements. The asymmetry of terraces (matched or unmatched) preservation, can point to the differentiated erosion of a river (dominance of downcutting or lateral cutting) (Janočko 2004, Goudie 2004) but also to tectonic tilting (Marple and Talwani 2000).

The boreholes and geophysical investigations tend to be used for a study of sedimentary cover also in other areas (e.g. Šeb et al. 2008, Maglay et al. 2009 and Holec et al. 2015). The same method of distinguishing the terraces levels (by means of boreholes analysis) was utilised in other regions as well (e.g. Šujan and Rybár 2014 and Holec 2015). Owing to a dense points database (boreholes, geophysical points), the knowledge about the Quaternary deposits thickness and terraces levels of LKB was specified. Compared to a former Quaternary thickness map (Maglay et al. 2009), the most important finding is the new glacifluvial material-filled depression revealed SW of Pribylina (Fig. 5). We presume that the depression points to the notable Quaternary subsidence.

According to Halouzka et al. (1999), the older neotectonic activity is represented by N–S faults (mainly in the western portion of the LKB) which can be demonstrated until the Lower/Middle Pleistocene alluvial sediments accumulation. The migration of three streams (Jalovec, Smrččanka and Tmavec) into the subsiding blocks was probably caused by the creation of a younger fault system (NE–SW,
ENE–WSW directions) during the last glacial (c.f. Halouzka et al. 1999) in the central part of the LKB. In the entire LKB, the younger faults were active repeatedly, but in the most expressed way they were active at the beginning of the younger part of the Middle Pleistocene (before the middle terraces formation) (Halouzka et al. 1999). According to our results, several remnants (e.g. SW of Liptovský Mikuláš, SE of Ružomberok) of middle Pleistocene terraces (Fig. 4) are dislocated (tilted and faulted) by NNE–SSW faults, which is the evidence of continuous young tectonic activity.

The location and age of travertine accumulations enables the precise geochronology of the block movement tendencies. As the accumulations preferentially lie on fractures (Hancock et al. 1999), their location allows the evaluation of the time span of tectonic control on travertine formation. Based on the dating of oldest travertines (750 – 600 ka in Čerená village (Franko 2001), 750 – 350 ka an inactive quarry in Bešeňová village (Gradziński et al. 2015), or 450 – 350 ka in Lúčky village – Škafičky (Franko 2001), tectonic activity in the western part of the LKB can be specified since the Middle Pleistocene Age. As younger (Holocene) travertines are located on the same faults, the fault activity can be presumed till recent. Pleistocene and Holocene travertines lie on the faults striking N–S, but W–E too (Ludrová and Bešeňová localities). It points to the continuous neotectonic activity of faults with a W–E direction which was presumed to be the older course of faults (senzu Gross 1980). The similar character of Quaternary fault activity is observed in relation with the Vikartovce fault in the Kozie chřiby Mts. and the Hornádska kotlina Basin (Vojtko et al. 2011). In the LKB, there is a distinctive fault striking approximately W–E of Ružomberok towards to Bešeňová village (Fig. 7), which is expressed in geology and morphology, by travertine accumulations and a wind gap feature, which points to neotectonic activity (Littva 2017 and personal communication).

The asymmetry of drainage network (Fig. 8) can be a marker of the relatively young tilting of particular neotectonic blocks, considering the low order of tilted streams.

The entire LKB was evaluated to be repeatedly relatively subsiding (compared to the adjacent mountains) during the Quaternary. However, the terrace system formation suggests an absolute uplift of the territory. Relatively the largest subsidence was assessed in the area along the Belá River and two other localities in the central part of the LKB (Maglay et al. (1999), Fig 9). The wedge-shaped blocks located on the periphery of the LKB together with linear-shaped blocks revealed within the study are considered to be young tectonic depressions, even though according to Škvarček (1968) the depression SE of Bešeňová is of erosional origin. They are bounded by faults and covered predominantly with Upper Riss to Holocene (proluvial, fluvial and glacifluvial) deposits. Limits of linear depressions situated NW and SW of Liptovský Mikuláš truncate the 3rd upper and 2nd middle terraces. Within these blocks, the block situated NE of Liptovský Mikuláš is considered to be the oldest one, covered by Mindel fluvial deposits. Next to this block, Würm deposits cover the majority of the depression. This suggests the much younger tectonic subsidence, which is in accordance with Halouzka et al. (1999). Wedge-shaped depressions in the south (SW and SE of Bešeňová) are covered mainly by Riss sediments, which also points out to relatively young deformations. The morphotectonic analyses reveal that the depression located SE of Bešeňová consists of
several partial blocks. This could suggest the local hierarchical neotectonic structure of the mentioned part of the LKB resulting from a changed stress field (Pešková and Hók 2008 and Littva et al. 2015).

CONCLUSION

Several new inventories, compilations and analyses were carried out in order to summarise the previous geological, geomorphological and geophysical investigations to make the former neotectonic subdivision (Maglay et al. 1999) of the LKB more precise.


The summarization of all the published research of tectonic faults was carried out too. New potential faults were delineated (in form of morpholineaments) and the SL index was calculated as a base (fundament) for a new and more precise delimitation of the neotectonic blocks with their diverse movement trends.

The database of boreholes (hydrogeological, engineering-geological, drillings of wells – 1,958 points) and geophysical profiles (predominantly the localities of electrodes – 1,085 points) from various sources (in the archive of the SGIDS) was created to specify the former evaluation of the spatial distribution of the Quaternary deposits thickness (Maglay et al. 2009) including the identification of new areas with significant subsidence.

The neotectonic subdivision of the LKB (Maglay et al. 1999) was refined on the basis of previous mentioned analyses and summarizations. On the whole, the course of the previous border lines was improved and a number of new boundaries dividing former blocks (Maglay et al. 1999) was delineated including some new wedge-shaped young depressions. A new subdivision comprises of 60 partial blocks compared to 24 blocks from the previous subdivision (Maglay et al. 1999).
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Liptovská kotlina (LK), ako jedna z najvyšší položených kotín Západných Karpát, patri aj medzi neotektonicky veľmi aktívne celky (obr. 1). Jej prvú neotektonickú regionalizáciu v mierke 1:200 000 vypracoval Halouzka (1993). Táto bola neskôr spresnená a zaradená do Neotektonickej mapy Slovenska (Maglay et al. 1999). Vzhľadom na rozmer LK (~ 60 × 15 km) a postupujúce geomorfologické a geologické výskumy je možné jej členenie vykonať aj podrobnejšie. Táto štúdia prezentuje najaktuálnejšiu a najpodrobnejšiu morfotektonickú analýzu LK s cieľom spresnenia jej neotektonického členenia so zreteľom na vyhraničenie nových, presnejších hraníc čiastkových neotektonických krúh. Metodika výskumu zahŕňa analýzu riečnych terás Váhu (obr. 2, 3 a 4), analýzu priestorových zmien v hrúbke kvartérnych sedimentov (obr. 5) a SL index (obr. 6) s ohľadom na súčasnú morfologiu LK. Pre morfotektonické prechodové LK bola tiež dôležitá databáza tektonických zlomov (obr. 7), ako aj konštrukcia morfolineamenov, generovanie riečnej siete (s rádmi tokov podľa Strahlera) a analýzu travertínov (obr. 8). Pri posudzovaní hrúbky kvartéru a detekcii bázy terasových úrovní zohrala dôležitú rolu rozsiahla dátová základňa 1 958 vrtov a 1 085 geofyzikálnych bodov (miesta lokalizácie elektród geofyzikálnych prieskumov). Na analýzu neotektoniky ovplyvňujúcu fluviálny systém LK bolo z tejto databázy využitých 65 vrtov v súčasnej nive a 127 vrtov a odkryvov v terasách. Na základe relatívnej výšky nad nivou sme identifikovali 11 terasových úrovní, ktoré sme s cieľom odhalenia neotektonických procesov (v podobe dislokácií) využili znázornením v ich pozíciách na mapovom profilu (obr. 4). Rozmiestnenie terasových zvyškov vychádzalo z predchádzajúcich publikovaných výskumov a vlastnej terénnnej práce. Morfotektonická analýza LK pozostávajúca z čiastkových analýz prejavov neotektonických pohybov vyústila do návrhu podrobnnejšího neotektonického členenia LK pozostávajúceho zo 60 čiastkových blokov (obr. 9). Hranicami novovymedzených blokov sú vybrané zlomy a morfolineamenti. Významným prínosom k regionálnemu poznaniu je nielen odhalenie výraznej kvartérnej depresie pri Pribyline (hrúbka výplne min. 50 m, obr. 5), ktorú navrhujeme pridať do zoznamu depresíí v Západných Karpatoch (Maglay et al. 2011), ale aj identifikácia morfologických depresíí v tvare trojuholníkov, resp. klinov v okrajových častiach LK (obr. 9).